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Bird-Killing Turbines Should Shut Down, Says Report

At least 7 percent to 16 percent of the turbines at wind-power facilities in Northern California’s
Altamont Pass area are top killers of wild birds and should be permanently shut down, biologists with
the California Energy Commission recommended in a report this week. In addition to permanently
dismantling certain turbines that do not work properly or are in locations that are especially lethal to
golden eagles, red-tailed hawks and other wild birds that inhabit the area, the report recommended that
perhaps all the turbines at Altamont Pass, or nearly half of them, should be shut down during winter
months. The lives that would be saved are worth the megawatts that would be lost, one of the report’s
authors suggested.
    The wind blowing through the pass is weakest in winter, when the turbines produce only about
16 percent of their annual output. Often during the winter, the turbines do not produce any power at all,
but their blades continue to slice through the air, posing a nuisance to wildlife flying around them, said
Shawn Smallwood, a Sacramento-based biologist who authored the January 19 report with Linda
Spiegel, a biologist with the CEC’s Public Interest Energy Research Program. “The turbines keep
moving even though they’re not producing power . . . but they’re killing proportionately more raptors
during that period,” Smallwood told California Energy Markets. “So winter turbine shutdown has a lot
of merit.” Stakeholders expressed concern that agencies had duplicative data collecting
processes.
    The report, issued January 19, was the main topic of discussion for wind-farm operators, Alameda
County planners, federal biologists and environmental activists who met January 21 as part of ongoing
negotiations to identify a bird-kill reduction plan for the wind farms to which all the parties can agree.
The wind farms collectively kill between 1,766 and 4,721 wild birds each year, according to a six-year
study commissioned by the CEC and authored by Smallwood and biologist Carl Thelander, released
last summer. The report included a list of recommendations— including removing non-functioning
turbines and either shutting down or moving turbines that are in locations especially lethal to birds.
    The Center for Biological Diversity has appealed a slew of conditional use permits the county
recently renewed for most of the wind farms, and has filed a lawsuit against FPL Group, FPL Energy,
EnXco, Seawest Windpower and nine other Altamont Pass wind-farm operators. The group has criticized
the county for not completing an environmental review of the facilities under the California Environmental
Quality Act. The lawsuit seeks compensation for the thousands of birds killed in past years that would
pay for conservation easements in the area that would be set aside as wild bird habitat (see CEM No.
796 [14]).
   The wind-farm operators and the county are also under pressure from the US Fish and Wildlife
Service to significantly reduce the number of birds killed by windfarm turbines. Killing golden eagles
and other wild birds violates the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act, which, unlike the Endangered Species Act, do not allow exceptions to their “no-take” provisions.
Fish and Wildlife’s enforcement division has told the wind-farm operators that if they do not put an
effective mitigation plan in place to stop killing so many birds, they will face criminal charges.
    Last fall, a group of wind-farm operators hired Wyoming-based consulting firm West Inc. to develop
a mitigation plan. The CEC’s Spiegel found significant faults with West Inc.’s plan, and in an October
25 letter said the plan’s measures were inadequate and did not comport with the CEC report’s
recommendations. The wind-farm operators asked Spiegel and Smallwood to work with West to come



up with a plan that would work. The report issued this week is a result of that process, Smallwood
said, although he added that it consists almost entirely of his and Spiegel’s work.
    Permanently shutting down the most lethal 7 percent of the Altamont Pass wind turbines
could reduce by 17 to 29 percent the number of raptors killed, particularly golden eagles, red-tailed
hawks, American kestrels and burrowing owls, which are federally protected, Spiegel and Smallwood’s
report found. Shutting down 16 percent of those turbines could cut the raptor death toll by 28 percent
to 64 percent, at a loss of 89 MW of rated capacity, the report said. And a complete shutdown of all
Altamont Pass wind turbines during low-wind winter months could yield a death-rate decrease of 29
percent to 47 percent for “targeted species” that are protected under federal wildlife laws, the report
found. Wind-farm operators would lose about 16 percent of their annual output, which would translate
to a 20 to 45 percent cut in fatalities per kilowatthour, per year, the report calculated.
    Permanently removing the most lethal turbines and temporarily shutting down wind turbines during
winter months “would lead to a greater reduction in fatality than what is predicted for each measure
individually,” the report concluded. “We presented the tradeoffs and hopefully the companies and the
county and others can come to some agreement as to what is the appropriate tradeoff,” Smallwood
said. Spiegel was attending a professional conference this week and was not available for comment.
    Smallwood and Spiegel’s report reiterated the findings of the CEC’s July study, that bird deaths
could be cut 50 percent over three years if Altamont Pass wind-farm operators implemented all the
report’s recommendations—including removing malfunctioning and highly lethal turbines. It also urged
that the measures implemented be routinely monitored to ensure success and indicate possible changes
or adjustments that should be made [Cassandra Sweet].


